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Atmospheric pressure plasma jet as a cleaning tool for cultural heritage: results
and perspectives
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In the last years atmospheric plasma has gain an increasing interest in the field of

Cultural Heritage. Isolated experimentations that yet generated interesting results

have drawn the attention of a wider community working on coating removal, oxide

reduction and sterilization applications.Thanks to this growing multidisciplinary

interest, the EU funded in 2011 the PANNA project, which includes the atmospheric

plasma as a novel cleaning tool for cultural heritage. Plasma cleaning has some

advantages compared to standard techniques as it avoids the use of solvents, is

contactless and contrary to laser it works by a surface chemical action and not with

mechanical shock or local heating. Moreover atmospheric plasma has alreadyshown

good results in reducing mode for corroded metal surface layer conversion and in

oxidation mode for biological cleaning and organic layer removal.

An overview of the state of the art in this application field will be presented,

highlighting where its application has been found most useful. Moreover the main

results of the PANNA project, focused on metals, stone and wall painting applications

will be presented.

In the PANNA project an atmospheric plasma prototype has been developed in order

to optimize the balance between low sample heating, no damaging and efficiency.

Results on soot, Paraloid B72, epoxies and acrylic copolymers removal from wall

painting surfaces are comparable, in terms of efficacy, with those obtained with

traditional methods, although they require a longer treatment time. Moreover the

plasma cleaning can be performed without hampering health status of the binder and

of the pigment. On metals some corrosion layers can be reduced depending on their

stability and some corrosion product overlay and morphology change in the

nanometer range can also emerge.
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